
Sling Case Study
Streaming platform doubles-down on 
catering sports experience to customers
Sling offers on-demand movies, live tv shows, and live 
sports events from any of your preferred devices. 
Where other streaming services fall short, Sling is 
among the more-favoured of streaming services due to 
its ability to provide its users with a tailored bundle as 
opposed to a preset number of channels its users may 
never watch.
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SlingTV set out to partner with a vendor capable of 
filtering their business challenges and turning them into 
tangible, and workable solutions. Given TribalScale’s 
work with previous companies, we provided Sling with 
the necessary skill-set and members to get in touch with 
their audience.

Sports users are not as engaged in Sling after playoffs 
for their favourite team and sport

Sports is consumed virtually now more than ever, 
users have took to the screen for their entertainment

Attract attention and retention to sports content on 
Sling

Understand the motivations, behaviours and pain 
points of current sports enthusiasts on Sling
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Solution
Sling sought out a team equipped to help them pinpoint 
what makes their user-base tick. Given TribalScale’s 
involvement with streaming services, we worked with the 
Sling team to identify significant business metrics, 
accounting for where they are now, and where they want 
to be. By recruiting various cohorts of Sling users who 
love sports, we were able to provide Sling with a vision of 
what those users did and did not value.

RECRUITMENT:  We worked with Sling to 
understand in what ways their current product 
was under-serving. Organizing our criteria under 
three different cohorts, we defined them as: 
current sports enthusiast Sling users, sports 
enthusiast Sling users who have unsubscribed, 
and sports enthusiasts on other platforms. By 
recruiting the relevant cohorts, this would allow 
us to disassociate the user from the product – 
allowing us to be problem-centric versus solution-
centric.

RESEARCH:  After interviewing our users by 
cohort, we synthesized our findings via affinity-
mapping, clustering themes that were noticeable 
based on: behaviours, motivations and pain 
points. The next stage of filtration consisted of a 
journeymap. This journeymap put into 
perspective the touchpoints, feelings, thoughts 
and pain points of a sports enthusiast after their 
favourite game series was wrapping up.
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Outcome
While our work with Sling is ongoing, the engagement allows us to put into practice our tried and true 
methodologies when it comes to user-research. How might we work to understand what makes sports 
enthusiasts tick these days? Sports venues are still adjusting to post-COVID-19 conditions and many 
sports enthusiasts have taken to streaming applications to watch their favourite teams – often cutting 
the cord on cable.

We continue to work with the Sling team to provide relevant solutions to their business needs. 
Fascination during this engagement stems from the unknown – letting users’ voice’s be heard helps 
tailor future features to their needs.

“ You’ve got regular content, but then you’ve 
got sports. When it comes to sports, you’re 
getting to know a unique set of consumers. 
These are folks who are all or nothing with 
their favourite sports teams. So, keeping 
them engaged even after they favourite team 
is out of the playoffs is crucial for any 
streaming application.”

s h r u t i  g u p t a
Product Designer @ TribalScale
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TribalScale is a global innovation firm that helps enterprises adapt and thrive 

in the digital era. We have years of experience in digital strategy, design, and 

multi-platform engineering and through agile practices, we transform teams, 

build best-in-class digital products, and create disruptive startups.

Whether we’re righting the ship for another company or creating a fresh 

end-to-end solution, we innovate for a better tomorrow. 

Contact us at: contact@tribalscale.com

Toronto | Dubai | New York


